CONTRACT WITH CROATIA
Boris Mikšić:

“World Class

Leader”

— Večernji list

Vote for Croatia!

Boris Miksic, Independent Candidate for the Presidency of the Republic of Croatia,
HEREINAFTER, enters into contract with the Citizens of the Republic of Croatia.

CONTRACT WITH CROATIA

Presidential Candidate

Boris Miksic

In the name of Republic Croatia

Last name

First Name

Address
Signature

If you send this contract to the above address, we will return
it with the Presidential Candidate Boris Miksic’s signature!
Version 2.4

PROCEEDS PAID FOR BY BORIS MIKSIC’S PERSONAL FUNDS

1) Boris Miksic, the presidential candidate (further referenced as “President”) agrees
to use his knowledge and experience as a successful businessman, to lead the country
according to the needs of the people. In accordance with constitutional authorities,
he will summon sessions of government of the Republic Croatia and will chair these
sessions to stimulate and lead the economic development of Croatia.
2) As a President, he will always and in all occasions intervene to raise the ecological
consciousness of citizens, employ young experts from diversified fields and support
and encourage the development of a higher standard of living for all the neglected
layers of society.
3) He will intervene to stop selling strategic assets to foreign owners. He will
utilize his contacts and partnerships around the world for the expansion of Croatian
economy.
4) He will relieve the different kinds of political pressures and lobbies. As President,
he will strongly stand for and fight against corruption in all aspects of society, and
especially in local and federal governments.
5) He will insist on the abolition of excessive conveniences and privileges for
politicians in public service; especially the reduction of excessive retirement benefits
of elected officials.
6) As President, he will reduce the budget of the presidential office by 50%. For
business purposes, he will use his own vehicle except when required by protocol.
7) Boris Miksic, as President, promises that he will donate 50% of his presidential
salary for humanitarian purposes.
8) Citizens who sign this contract will monitor the work and action of President as a
President and with their active cooperation, they will help to reach the basic goal of
this contract – Croatia will be better in every way.
9) In case of unfulfillment of any obligations under this contract, Boris Miksic will
resign and apologize to Croatian citizens for failure in conducting this contract.

